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Will my users appreciate my new feature?
• Controlled Experiment
• Randomly split traffic between
two (or more) versions
• A (Control)
• B (Treatment)
• Collect metrics of interest
• Analyze

50% Users

Control: Existing
System

50% Users

Treatment:
Existing System
with Feature X

Users interactions instrumented,
analyzed & compared
Analyze at the end of the
experiment

• Must run statistical tests to confirm differences are not due to chance
• Best scientific way to prove causality, i.e., the changes in metrics are caused by
changes introduced in the treatment(s)
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Site Links in Advertisements?
Primary Success Metric: Revenue/User

A

no links:

B

links:
Pro: richer ads, users better informed where they land
Cons: Constraint means on average 4 “A” ads vs. 3 “B” ads
Variant B is 5msc slower (compute + higher page weight)
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Experimentation process within Bing
Create Mockups

Pre-Study

Shipped

No experimentation on code change/
experimentation already done

Create changeset

Code Changed

Deployed
Create Hypothesis/Define metrics

Experiment Designed

Daily |Weekly

Experiments run for at least 1 week
Generally 3 days

Interleaving Experiment

Statistical validity for trustworthy comparison

Start experiment
Treatment not significantly better

Start experiment

Modify flight config (ini) file and/or feature flag conditions

Segmentation of users

Experiment Started

Generally 1 or 2 weeks
Experiment Stopped

Analyse metrics

Interactions between experiments

Metrics Analysed

Valid execution

Data quality metrics indicate validity

Data quality metrics indicate invalidity/
Crash rate/ Error rate

Invalid execution

Clean-up the flight
Adapt

Abandoned
(Gracefully)

Decided to Ship

Abandoned

This decision is done by the
(weekly)flight review
meeting
No clean-up

Iteration of Experiment traceable

Decided to Iterate
(Gracefully)

Iteration of Experiment traceable

Decided to Iterate
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Research Questions
Shipped

Abandoned

RQ1: What are the characteristics of experiments and their development efforts?

RQ2: What percentage of experiments are ultimately deployed to all users?
RQ3: How do the experiments which are deployed to all users differ from the experiments which were
6
not deployed to all users?

Historical Experiments
21,220 experiments over the past 2.5 years

Cosmos

REST API

Codemine

metrics

experiments

code changes

Procedure adopted by a section of Bing

Parser based on pattern matching

changelist
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Findings
48.6% not shipped
for the remaining 18%
additional analysis
required

1.5 days

1 or 2 weeks x 1.8 iterations
33.4% shipped

first code check in

deployment/
experiment start

2.3 contributors
6.4 changes

experiment end

4.8 owners

1409 metrics

more changes
larger changes
more contributors
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Discussion and Future Work
48.6% not shipped
for the remaining 18%
additional analysis
required

1.5 days

1 or 2 weeks x 1.8 iterations
33.4% shipped

first code check in

deployment/
experiment start

2.3 contributors
6.4 changes

experiment end

4.8 owners

1409 metrics

Early identification of
fruitful changes

more changes
larger changes
more contributors

Maturity of the system?
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Summary
Experimentation radically changed how software is deployed
Empirical characterization of an experimentation process in a mature and
large-scale product
Performing an experiment is a substantial investment of time
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